QUALITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

Since its establishment VENTIFILT ZRt. is committed to achieve the satisfaction of its
costumers by means of the quality of its products and services, therefore it is clear to the
management that enthusiasm and eager alone is not enough without continuous
development to turn up good results in the market-competition. Considering these we have
decided to introduce a quality-control system that meets the requirements of
MSZ EN ISO 9001 standard, into which we integrate the demands of MSZ EN ISO 14001
environment-control system standard. We introduce the newly established system to all of
our colleagues, and setting an example with our own activity we try to make every colleague
an active and initiative participant therefore continuous developer of the system.

First of all the management of the ZRt. declared the quality and environmental policy of the
company as it is stated hereunder:
1.

With the preceding assessment of the costumer-demands, than with the subsequent and
complete satisfaction of them we gain the confidence and satisfaction and loyalty of our
costumers.

2.

Our aim is to make our colleagues play an initiative role in the operation and development
of the integrated quality-control system.

3.

By preferring environment-friendly raw-materials and applying strictly to the environmentprotection prescriptions we provide and reserve a basis for the operation of the integrated
quality and environment-control system.

4.

During the activities the whole organisation:





considers and keeps up to the demands of environmental law,
assesses and controls its influence on the environment,
prevents environment pollution at the highest possible rate,
continuously corrects and develops the environmental performance.

5.

To provide special expertise and adaptability to the regional circumstances we emphasize
the subsequent professional and quality-control education.

6.

With profitable activity and effective budget the aim of the colleagues of the company is to
maintain the confidence of the owners of the company, achieve their satisfaction and this
way to achieve the continuous development of the company.

The management defines the quality and environmental targets according to the preceding
statements. Realization of the declared aims is regularly assessed and by means of defining
new targets we help the continuous development of the integrated control system.

Hajdúnánás, the 1st of November, 2012.

